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The State of Nevada v. Eugene Austin: 
A Tragic Story of Homicide and 
Incarceration in the American 
Southwest

Thomas A. Britten

On a cool Sunday evening in May 1941, a seventeen-year-old Paiute Indian 
named Eugene Austin shot and killed a thirty-five-year-old Anglo woman 

as she sat reading some letters in her office. The murder occurred in the town 
of Lovelock, Nevada, a small farming and ranching community of 1,300 people 
located in Pershing County, about ninety miles northeast of Reno. Austin 
had neither a criminal record nor a documented history of violent behavior, 
complicating the task of local law enforcement officials seeking to discover the 
young man’s motive for committing the crime. There had been no altercation 
between Austin and the woman; in fact, he did not even know her. He was not 
drunk or under the influence of drugs, nor was it a “robbery gone bad” scenario 
in which he committed the murder in the pursuit of another crime. During the 
interrogation that followed shortly after his arrest, Austin himself had diffi-
culty articulating a plausible reason why he had shot the woman. Despite the 
ongoing ambiguity surrounding his motive, Austin pled guilty to first-degree 
murder and in July 1941 received a life sentence in Nevada State Prison.

The Eugene Austin tragedy is troubling in several respects. It is not a “feel 
good” story about a man wrongfully accused who fights for justice and at last 
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gains his freedom, but instead a story of inexplicable violence and victimiza-
tion lacking heroes, rehabilitation, or redemption. While Austin’s horrific 
experience behind bars was likely not indicative of other Native American 
convicts of the period, his story represents the ongoing social and cultural 
divides separating Indians from non-Indians and the quiet—but potentially 
volatile—desperation of individuals lacking hope or opportunity. An examina-
tion of Austin’s crime and subsequent conviction and punishment, therefore, 
provide insights into some of the problems facing Native Americans in the 
Southwest during the 1940s, about the criminal justice system in Nevada 
during that time, and about individual choices and the consequences that 
accompany them. It is a story, unfortunately, without a happy ending.

Criminologists, anthropologists, and the occasional historians who have 
ventured into the field of American Indian crime and delinquency have spent 
considerable time examining the possible origins or triggers of violent behavior. 
By identifying the various causes and factors involved in deviancy, researchers 
seek to devise techniques to identify potential problem areas and to recom-
mend policies to mollify, if not counteract them. Some scholars, for example, 
have proposed a “subculture of violence theory” when attempting to explain 
the disproportionately high crime rate among certain groups in society. They 
identify Southern whites, for example, as being more inclined than groups in 
other regions of the country to endorse or tolerate the use of physical force in 
settling disagreements. The more dominant a violent subcultural orientation 
is among groups or regions of the country, the greater the likelihood of lethal 
violence.1

From the perspective of many scholars of Native American history (and 
from an even greater number of Native Americans), the five-century-long 
battle waged by indigenous nations against European style colonialism (or 
internal colonialism) remains the principal source of Indian anger, disillusion-
ment, and violence.2 “American Indian communities today struggle to cope with 
devastating social ills that were practically non-existent before the European 
invasion,” writes Lisa M. Poupart (Ojibwe). “The domination and oppression 
of American Indian Nations brought about economic deprivation, loss of 
tribal sovereignty, increased dependency, internalized oppression, unresolved 
historical grief, and the normalization of violence, all of which contribute to 
crime in Indian communities today.”3 If a subculture of violence indeed exists 
in Indian country, adherents of this theory maintain, it came on the heels of 
conquistadors, Pilgrims, clergymen, and pioneer settlers.

Ethnographers likewise point to cultural differences separating Native 
Americans from other groups in society as a possible antecedent to violent 
behavior. The “adjustment/acculturation” explanation, for example, describes 
the difficulty that Native Americans of virtually all tribes have in relating 
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to the profound cultural differences separating the dominant United States 
culture from hallowed tribal traditions. Individuals unable (or unwilling) 
to make adjustments to accommodate new ideas, traditions, and behaviors, 
researchers maintain, are often more likely to commit crimes. Such unlawful 
behavior, however, is not always or necessarily intentional. Arthur Riffenburgh 
maintains that many Indians are simply unaware of the “expectations and 
demands of the Anglo-American criminal justice system, and therefore more 
likely to violate laws.”4 Other writers posit that criminal behavior among 
Native Americans is the result of social disorganization wrought by the 
breakdown of traditional Indian social and cultural institutions (such as the 
family or tribal governments). Because of this breakdown, Native peoples 
suffer anomie or confusion about behavioral norms, which may in turn lead 
to lawbreaking. Conversely, some scholars argue that deviant behavior is the 
result of the persistence of tribal culture. Tribes that place a low value on 
property possession and material goods, for example, will likely experience low 
property crime; those characterized by a low degree of social integration, on 
the other hand, will manifest higher rates of drinking violations, homicides, 
and other violent crimes.5

Another set of researchers maintains that certain structural conditions 
(as opposed to cultural disorders) are better predictors of violent crime. In 
1939, psychologists John Dollard, Leonard Doob, and others argued that 
“the occurrence of aggressive behavior always presupposes the existence of 
frustration and, contrariwise, that the existence of frustration always leads to 
some form of aggression.” People entrapped in poverty and dependence, for 
example, may develop a host of psychological maladies ranging from a deep 
sense of powerlessness and brutalization to anger, anxiety, and alienation—in 
other words, frustration. These responses to economic deprivation can in turn 
provoke physical aggression. Of particular relevance to the Eugene Austin 
story is Dollard’s and Doob’s caveat that “Aggression is not always manifested 
in overt movements but may exist as the content of a phantasy or dream or 
even a well thought out plan of revenge. It may be directed at the object which 
is perceived as causing the frustration or it may be displaced to some altogether 
innocent source or even toward self.”6

Virtually all studies of Native Americans and the modern criminal justice 
system have found that Indian arrests, convictions, and incarceration rates 
are higher than most other groups in the United States. This unfortunate 
trend led some scholars to embrace the rather simplistic and provocative 
conclusion that Native Americans are simply a more criminal group. While 
acknowledging the reality of disproportionately high Indian crimes rates, other 
studies speculate that the phenomenon is likely the result of racial, behavioral, 
and cultural prejudices against Indians and discrimination at all levels of the 
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criminal justice system. Advocates of the “Native Americans as victims” theme 
argue that Indians are “overpoliced” and more carefully watched than other 
groups, and/or they fail to make effective use of legal advantages and services 
to escape conviction or at least receive lighter sentences. This latter failure may 
be a result of the Indians’ lack of awareness that assistance is available (and 
lack of confidence that help will be forthcoming) or because legal aid agencies 
are ignorant about the unique problems facing Native American communities.7

Some, but not all, of these explanations for Indian crime, violence, and 
high incarceration rates appear to have at least some applicability to the case 
of Eugene Austin. The following biography, drawn primarily from his two 
confessions (the first in late May 1941 and the second in mid June 1941), 
paints a rather dismal picture of a lonely and troubled young man raised in a 
dysfunctional family amidst poverty, rural isolation, and sparse opportunity. 
Increasingly desperate to avoid a future marked by hard manual labor, low pay, 
and a large family dependent upon him for its subsistence, Eugene Austin was 
anxious to escape his “confinement” in the small Paiute Indian community near 
Lovelock, Nevada.

Born on June 13, 1923 to Tom and Sadie Austin, Eugene was the fourth of 
six children. He attended elementary school at the Stewart Indian School, an 
off-reservation boarding school established in 1890 to train and educate Indian 
children from the Washoe, Paiute, and Shoshone tribes, with the ultimate goal 
of assimilating them into the majority society. The school’s curriculum was 
largely vocationally oriented, offering boys training in ranching and farming, 
mechanics, woodworking, painting, and carpentry—skills necessary to equip 
them to find employment as blue-collar workers or perhaps small-business 
owners. Located just outside Carson City, the school was approximately 120 
miles from Lovelock, a considerable distance for a child to be away from 
his home and family. Similar to the experiences of countless Indian children 
separated from their families for long stretches of time, Eugene likely had a 
difficult time adjusting to life at Stewart and the school’s concerted attack 
on his cultural heritage. He was a C student, received occasional reprimands 
for failing to report for work details, and completed sixth grade before drop-
ping out and returning home in 1938. Times were tough. With the country 
still in the grips of the Great Depression, large families such as the Austins 
required the labors of each member simply to put food on the table. This 
was particularly true of Lovelock’s two hundred or so Paiute Indian residents, 
most of whom lived south of town in “Lovelock Colony,” the meager twenty-
acre reservation the United States government had acquired for the Paiutes 
back in 1907. As members of the Lovelock Paiute community, the Austin 
family likely supplemented their diet by hunting and, each fall, by gathering 
pine nuts (or piñon nuts) in the surrounding hills. Tom Austin was a ranch 
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hand and spent months at a time working on a spread in Sweetwater Creek 
nearly 150 miles away. Sadie Austin, consequently, depended on Eugene and 
his older brother Eddie to pitch in and help. The family’s financial pressures 
increased when three additional children joined the household—the offspring 
perhaps of Eugene’s sister Florence or brother Herman. Eugene did his part 
by finding work cutting hay, tending to livestock, and digging ditches for local 
farmers and ranchers, but the jobs were sporadic and he spent a good deal of 
time loafing around the house or hunting. Eddie Austin, meanwhile, did even 
less. Two years older than Eugene, Eddie’s drinking, carousing, and mischief-
making led to occasional brushes with the law, and at some point in the late 
1930s a botched burglary led to a two-year stint in Nevada’s reformatory for 
boys in Elko.8

The prospect of continuing this hardscrabble existence weighed heavily 
on Eugene Austin’s mind, as did his brother Eddie’s relatively selfish and 
carefree existence hanging out with friends and ignoring his familial obliga-
tions. Making matters worse was his brother’s unwillingness to include him 
in his circle of associates. “Eddie Austin didn’t want me around,” Eugene 
later commented. “He wanted everything to himself.” For reasons that even 
seventeen-year-old Eugene may not have fully understood, he awoke in a 
particularly sour mood on the morning of May 25, 1941. When his brother 
offered to take him hunting, Eugene grudgingly consented and the two Austin 
boys rode off in Eddie’s car shooting at rabbits and pheasants through the 
vehicle’s open windows. Returning home around noon, Eddie disappeared 
to visit friends, leaving Eugene behind as usual. Later that evening, Eugene 
Austin’s assorted frustrations apparently became too much for him to contain 
any longer. Possessing a volatile temper that could be triggered at the slightest 
provocation (perhaps symptoms of bipolar disorder), Austin stalked into the 
kitchen and waited for dinner. When his one-year-old niece Leona started 
crying, Eugene erupted, hitting the baby with his fist and knocking her to the 
floor. Sadie Austin moved quickly to intervene, but Eugene grabbed a knife 
and began chasing her around the house. While the terrified woman gathered 
the remaining children and sought refuge in another part of the house, Austin 
grabbed his rifle and stormed outside into the darkness.

The old single-shot Model 15 Springfield .22 he carried was barely func-
tional. Black tape held the weapon’s shattered stock together and it had a 
frustrating tendency to shoot high, requiring Eugene to aim well below his 
target in order to hit anything. As Austin made his way through Lovelock 
Colony, he shot at a passing dog, but missed. Spying his ne’er-do-well brother 
drinking in a cabin, he put a round or two through the screen door separating 
them, the bullets passing harmlessly just over the young man’s head. Austin 
then turned north and headed into the village of Lovelock. While passing 
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through the parking lot of Brookwood Auto Court, a motel and trailer park 
located on the city’s south side, he spied thirty-five-year-old Velna Stoker 
sitting in the establishment’s office just twenty-five yards away. Raising his rifle 
once again, Austin took aim and squeezed the trigger. Tragically, Austin’s aim 
this time was true. The round passed through the open window and struck 
the unsuspecting woman in the head. Mrs. Velna Stoker, the wife of postal 
employee Vernon Stoker and mother of seven-year-old Eldon Stoker, died 
later that evening.9

Certain that he had hit the woman but unaware of her condition, Eugene 
Austin fled the scene in panic, running pell-mell in the dark from one hiding 
place to another. After stashing the rifle under some brush, he eventually made 
his way to property owned by Bill Carpenter, a rancher for whom he had 
worked in the past. By this time, it was nearly midnight and Austin finally 
found refuge in a tent used by ranch hands and went to sleep. Perhaps due to 
reports of Austin’s earlier shooting spree at his brother and the dog, Pershing 
County Sheriff J. H. Clawson and other law enforcement officials were already 
on the lookout for him. On the morning of May 26, they tracked Austin to 
Carpenter’s ranch and took him into custody on suspicion of murder.10

Later that afternoon, after talking with Pershing County District Attorney 
Sanford A. Bunce and Sheriff Clawson about his activities of the previous 
evening, Eugene Austin agreed to sign a formal confession. Fearing possible 
mob violence in the immediate aftermath of the shooting, law enforcement 
officials housed him in the Winnemucca County jail, approximately seventy 
miles northeast of Lovelock. He had no legal representation present, and 
professed to understand that anything he said would be used against him in 
future criminal proceedings developing from the shooting of Velna Stoker. 
By this time, he had already admitted to the murder (he allegedly confessed 
to Sheriff Clawson while still at Carpenter’s ranch) and even participated 
in a reenactment of the shooting, showing law enforcement officials where 
he had stood and how he had taken aim, and going inside the Brookwood 
Auto Court office to demonstrate how Mrs. Stoker was sitting at the time 
of the murder. The photographs taken of these reenactments show a rather 
unintimidating figure.

Thin, with short-cropped black hair and wearing an oversized long-sleeve 
shirt and blue jeans, Austin could have easily passed as a fourteen- or fifteen-
year-old. Present during the proceedings was Austin’s mother Sadie, likely still 
traumatized by Eugene’s violent behavior of the preceding day and worried 
about what the future held for her troubled son.11

Although there was little question about Eugene Austin’s guilt given his 
confession and corroborating physical evidence—the rifle and shell casings 
at the crime scene—District Attorney Sanford Bunce had a difficult time 
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Figure 1.  Seventeen-year-old Eugene Austin 
reclines in Velna Stoker’s rocking chair during 
a reenactment of the crime conducted less than 
twenty-four hours after the shooting. Courtesy of 
Pershing County Courthouse, Lovelock, Nevada. 

Figure 2. Eugene Austin stands outside the 
window of Brookwood Auto Court in the spot where 
he shot Velna Stoker. His consent to participate 
in the reenactment without the assistance of legal 
counsel proved very damaging to his case. Courtesy 
of Pershing County Courthouse, Lovelock, Nevada. 

Figure 3. Brookwood Auto Court, Lovelock, Nevada. Courtesy of Pershing 
County Courthouse, Lovelock, Nevada. 
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discerning the young man’s motive for the killing. Austin’s emotionless and 
passive demeanor throughout the interrogation concerned the district attorney, 
who began suspecting that the Paiute youth suffered from mental problems. 
Compounding difficulties further, Austin offered little in the way of explana-
tion or context, instead providing one-word answers or simply murmuring, “I 
don’t know” to Bunce’s many questions. In a crucial exchange in which Bunce 
tried to establish Eugene’s anger with Eddie Austin as the source of his subse-
quent violence, Austin contradicted himself repeatedly.

Bunce: Has your brother been doing quite a bit of drinking lately?
Austin: Every Saturday—sometimes.
Bunce:  And before you left home and during the last few weeks have you 

had any trouble with your brother?
Austin: No.
Bunce: With the family?
Austin: No.
Bunce:  Have you argued with him about the fact that he should help 

contribute to your mother?
Austin: No.
Bunce: What have you thought about his actions and ways of doing?
Austin: I thought of shooting my brother but didn’t.
Bunce:  What else did you think about as you walked along before 

the shooting?
Austin: Nope, I didn’t think anything.
Bunce: Except your anger for your brother?
Austin: Yes.12

Bunce then proceeded to question Austin about his frame of mind imme-
diately before and after shooting Velna Stoker in hopes of determining why 
Austin had singled her out and when he decided to shoot her—crucial infor-
mation to establish if the murder was premeditated. The young man’s answers 
partially fulfilled the district attorney’s goals, but also cast doubt on his intel-
lectual capacity and ability to reason or premeditate much of anything.

Bunce:  Now as you walked along [behind Brookwood Motor Court] what 
did you see and think or do up to the time of the shooting?

Austin:  I didn’t think much when I saw that woman sitting in the cabin. I 
just aimed and pulled the trigger.

Bunce:  And what did you think as you raised the gun to take the shot 
at her?

Austin:  I thought of just wounding her so I would have a good excuse 
to stay away. I thought of getting out of there fast as I could and 
getting back to the Carpenters and getting back here to catch a 
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freight [train]. If I got caught that would be alright. I didn’t think 
much while I was at the shooting.

Bunce:  At the time of the shooting when you thought about the fact that 
you might be caught where did you figure you would be placed 
or put?

Austin: Maybe in Nevada State Prison.
Bunce:  You desired to be put in prison should you be caught after the 

shooting?
Austin: Yes.
Bunce:  Why would you want to be put in prison rather than remain in 

Lovelock in the Indian Village with your family?
Austin: Because we had too much trouble—too much family trouble.
Bunce:  Then you figured rather than go through all that trouble it would 

be best to take a shot at this lady and get out and if you couldn’t get 
out you could go to prison?

Austin: Yes.
Bunce: Why would it be necessary to shoot the lady to get away?
Austin: I don’t know.13

Austin’s second confession on June 19 offered little in the way of additional 
factual or evidentiary information, but probably reinforced Bunce’s growing 
conviction that Eugene Austin might suffer from some antisocial personality 
disorder or what psychiatrists at the time were only beginning to call soci-
opathy. Today recognized as a cluster of personality traits that among others 
includes remorselessness, callousness, proneness to low anxiety, and failure to 
form close emotional bonds, sociopathy (or psychopathy) was largely regarded 
by mental health professionals as incurable, requiring indefinite institutional-
ization rather than temporary punishment.14

When questioning Eugene Austin about his thoughts and feelings on the 
night of May 25, 1941, Sanford Bunce asked several specific questions about 
Velna Stoker, who sat reading some letters in the office of Brookwood Auto 
Court. Did Austin know her? Did he consider checking on her condition after 
the shooting? Did he feel any remorse?

Bunce:  After you watched her read the letters and saw her sitting there 
what did you do?

Austin:  I raised the gun to my shoulder, aimed, and pulled the trigger and 
the gun exploded. The bullet went through the window and hit her 
in the head and she fell forward.

Bunce: Did you know you hit her in the head?
Austin: Yes.
Bunce: Was that the way you had aimed?
Austin: Yes.
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Bunce: How well do you know Mrs. Stoker?
Austin: I don’t know her.
Bunce: How many times had you seen her?
Austin: 3 or 4 times.
Bunce:  After she fell forward you were perfectly aware of the fact that you 

shot her in the head?
Austin: Yes.
Bunce: How long did you stay there at the Brookwood after the shooting?
Austin: One second.
Bunce:  What did you think about at the time you were shooting Mrs. 

Stoker?
Austin: Nothing.
Bunce:  What did you think about immediately after you shot her and 

noticed her fall forward?
Austin: Running away.

As is frequently the case during the interrogation process, the questioner 
does not always follow one line of inquiry to its culmination but instead 
charts a circuitous path, returning at various intervals to certain key points. 
After discussing the condition and ownership history of the murder weapon, 
Sanford Bunce returned once again to Eugene Austin’s motive.

Bunce:  What did you propose to do with the gun when you took it 
with you?

Austin:  I figured on going after a man with a good car and going away 
from town.

Bunce:  What made you change your plans and take a shot at the lady 
instead?

Austin: I don’t know.
Bunce:  And what did you think from the time of the shooting to the time 

you got to the Carpenter ranch?
Austin:  I was thinking of going back home and go to sleep; instead I went 

to Carpenter’s and go to sleep.
Bunce: What else?
Austin: I didn’t think anything after that.

On June 16, 1941, just three days after Eugene Austin’s eighteenth birthday, 
Sheriff J. H. Clawson filed a formal criminal complaint charging him with 
first-degree murder in the shooting death of Velna Stoker. At his preliminary 
arraignment two days later, Austin waived his right to an attorney and likewise 
to a preliminary hearing. Representing him in the matter were Charles W. 
Buell and James Vidovitch, deputy special officers of the US Indian Service 
who were not lawyers, but law enforcement officials whose responsibilities did 
not include offering legal advice.15 Afterwards, Justice of the Peace Clarence 
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L. Young remanded custody of Austin to Sheriff Clawson without bail and
ordered that he be delivered to the Sixth Judicial Court for further proceed-
ings. At his formal arraignment a week later, Austin pled guilty to first-degree
murder and returned to his jail cell to await his trial and sentencing. His short
stay in the Lovelock jail apparently changed his attitude about the reality of
life behind bars (if in fact he had committed the murder in order to escape
Lovelock by going to prison). On the morning of July 3, Austin attempted
to escape by attacking a jailer pouring a cup of coffee for another inmate.
Brandishing a makeshift club fashioned from several table knives bound
together with a belt and wire from his bed, Eugene struck the jailer over the
head and then called upon his fellow inmates to join him. None took him up
on the offer, however, and another jailer quickly subdued him.16

What role—if any—this episode played in his two-day trial is difficult to 
ascertain but it may very well have influenced the severity of Austin’s sentence. 
On July 9, District Court Judge Leslie O. Hawkins found him guilty of killing 
Velna Stoker “willfully, unlawfully, feloniously and with malice aforethought.” 
During the proceedings, District Attorney Sanford Bunce described Eugene 
Austin as “cunning and impelled by a desire to kill which cannot be discerned 
by any act on his part due to the lack of emotion, temperament, and the 
natural stoic characteristic of his race. It appears from a thorough study of his 
actions, character, background and mental framework, that there will be no 
possibility of his rehabilitation to the extent where he would ever become an 
average citizen.” Judge Hawkins apparently agreed and on July 11, sentenced 
Austin to spend the duration of his life in the Nevada State Prison.17

Eugene Austin’s decision to proceed to trial without the benefit of counsel 
was a very serious mistake, proof perhaps that he wished to go to prison as 
a means of escaping his dysfunctional family relationships and an uncertain 
future in Lovelock. Waiving the right of legal assistance, however, was not 
unusual for an alarming number of Native Americans seeking to navigate their 
way through the criminal justice system. Writing thirty-five years after the 
Austin verdict, sociologist Bruce Chadwick noted that nearly 20 percent of the 
urban Indians residing in Seattle who had been in trouble with the law were 
only vaguely familiar with attorneys or what they could do, and thus had not 
attempted to seek legal assistance.18 If true, then one must consider whether 
Eugene Austin, an impoverished Paiute with a sixth-grade education living in a 
small rural community in 1941 had a similar “vagueness” about whether or not 
he needed an attorney, or what an attorney could do for him.

One crucial service defense counsel might have provided Eugene Austin 
was to challenge the charge of first-degree murder. District Attorney Sanford 
Bunce had an extremely difficult time piecing together a motive—much less a 
premeditated one—for the murder of Mrs. Stoker. “From your own knowledge 
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and what you have read,” he asked Austin during his interrogation, “what do 
you know happens to people that [sic] kill others without reason?”19 The theory 
that Austin had hatched the murder plan as a means of getting out of Lovelock 
very well may have taken place, but not until after the shooting, perhaps as 
the young man considered the repercussions of what he had just done. As 
Austin repeatedly stated during his interrogation, he was not thinking much 
about anything (other than malicious thoughts about his brother) in the 
moments before shooting Velna Stoker. If going to prison was his premedi-
tated objective, why not just turn himself in to authorities? Why bother to 
hide the rifle? Why the flight to Carpenter’s ranch? Austin was clearly angry 
with his brother on the night of the murder, even shooting at him while the 
latter was visiting with friends. Why Bunce did not also charge Austin with 
the attempted murder of Eddie Austin is unclear. A reasonable interpreta-
tion of the events that ensued after he left the Lovelock Colony and headed 
toward the Brookwood Auto Court was that Velna Stoker was the unfortunate 
victim of an admittedly senseless but impulsive and random act of violence 
that Austin had neither planned nor rehearsed. She was simply in the wrong 
place at the wrong time. Had he stumbled across anyone else that night, he 
likely would have shot him or her instead given his turbulent mental state at 
the time. A defense attorney would likely have attempted to negotiate a plea 
bargain, voluntary manslaughter, which would have earned Austin a ten-year 
sentence and, if Sanford Bunce was correct, satisfied Austin’s desire for a stint 
in Nevada State Prison.20

Defense attorneys would also have worked to diffuse the negative stereo-
types associated with Native American offenders (for example, Bunce’s remark 
about the “stoic characteristic” of the “Indian race”), which often influenced 
the court’s perceptions of the threat that Indians posed to the community. 
They would have introduced the many extenuating circumstances surrounding 
Austin’s troubled life—his boarding school experiences, his father’s long 
absences from home, the poverty and lack of opportunity facing the Lovelock 
Indian community, and possibly, his low IQ. There was also the distinct possi-
bility that Eugene Austin was mentally ill, a condition that Sanford Bunce as 
much as admitted in his description of the defendant during the trial. That 
said, making a successful insanity plea would have been difficult. Under the 
so-called M’Naughten Rule, “every man is to be presumed to be sane” and 
defense attorneys had the burden of proving that when Austin committed 
the murder he was laboring under “such a defect of reason” or from “disease of 
mind” that he did not know what he was doing and/or that it was wrong.21 
Barring an insanity defense, attorneys would have at least rehearsed appro-
priate courtroom demeanor. Edwin Hall and Albert Simkus write that an 
offender’s “attitude” before the bench is a “crucial unmeasurable factor” behind 
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district court judges’ sentencing decisions including apparent recalcitrance, 
“desire to ‘do better,’ [and] respect for the court.”22 Assuming that Austin was 
not a sociopath, a genuine expression of remorse or an acknowledgment of the 
pain and loss he had caused Velna Stoker’s husband and young son might have 
influenced his sentence in a positive way and ameliorated the horrific future 
that awaited him.

Established in 1862, the maximum security Nevada State Prison (NSP) 
was home to some of the state’s worst offenders. Situated on a twenty-acre 
tract on the east side of Carson City, the prison garnered worldwide attention 
in 1921 when it became the site of the nation’s first gas chamber. A decade 
later, the NSP opened a prisoner-operated casino where inmates who behaved 
themselves could play cards and wager bets using the prison’s own currency. 
Like many prisons at the time, the Nevada State Prison managed its popula-
tion through a mixture of incentives and penalties. Prisoners lived a highly 
structured life, spending a good portion of their day working in the nearby 
sand quarry, in the kitchen and laundry facility, or in one of the various prison 
workshops constructing lamps, ashtrays, license plates, and mattresses. New 
arrivals entered the prison by passing through a secure entrance (or sally port) 
topped with a Gatling gun capable of firing seven hundred rounds a minute, 
a warning to the NSP’s “guests” that the warden “did not want any of them to 
leave him.”23 The cramped prison cells, some designed to accommodate four 
inmates, precluded any chance for personal space or privacy.

In July 1941, eighteen-year-old Eugene Austin became prisoner number 
4354 in Nevada State Prison. His first years must have been especially trau-
matic and his adjustment to confinement difficult. Standing 5 feet 8 inches 
tall and weighing 150 pounds, Austin likely faced major challenges defending 
himself, and as one of the few Native American inmates at the NSP, he almost 
certainly became the target of unflattering racial slurs and taunts from fellow 
convicts.24 If he ever possessed romanticized notions about what prison life 
would be like, Austin’s first few years behind bars undoubtedly shattered them. 
According to warden Richard Sheehy, Austin was involved in numerous fights, 
including scuffles with knives. Prisoners who knew him, meanwhile, described 
Austin as “a very rough character.”25

On the evening of May 13, 1948, Eugene Austin—now twenty-five years 
old—managed to escape. Using some hacksaw blades he had smuggled back 
to his cell, he sawed through the bars, leaving a makeshift dummy in his bed 
to fool guards making routine checks. He then made his way into the prison 
yard and scaled a rock wall, somehow escaping detection by guards manning 
the prison watchtowers. For the next several hours, Austin ran in a north-
easterly direction across the rugged, rocky terrain, perhaps seeking to reach 
Lovelock, an ironic choice given his earlier history there. Pursued by trackers 
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with orders to shoot him should he show the least sign of resistance, Austin 
made it approximately ten miles from the NSP before a posse of prison guards 
and local police officers discovered his trail near the Carson River at a location 
known as Mexican Dam. On the afternoon of May 14, his pursuers finally 
caught up to him, lying shoeless and exhausted in an irrigation ditch, where he 
surrendered without a fight. Upon arrival back at the prison around 6:00 pm, 
guards placed the fugitive in solitary confinement.26

Over the course of the next five years, Eugene Austin’s behavior grew 
increasingly violent and erratic, prompting new suspicions that he suffered 
from serious mental illness. Confrontations with guards and other convicts 
escalated, and in 1951, warden A. E. Bernard reported that he refused to go to 
the exercise yard, refused to associate with other inmates, and would not take 
meals in the mess hall—behaviors possibly motivated by fear and a desire for 
self-preservation rather than mental disability or acts of rebelliousness. When 
the warden ordered that Austin spend part of the day outside his cell, he 
would take a position near an outside wall and stand on one leg with his arms 
folded for hours at a time, not talking to anyone. When inmates started teasing 
him, Bernard recalled, Austin “grabbed two of them and threw them like they 
were marbles.” Austin also protested his incarceration in ways that undoubt-
edly worried and frustrated his keepers. He would run headfirst into the walls 
of his cell; break lightbulbs and eat the glass; and take clothing and bedding, 
shred them up, and then stuff them down the toilet, clogging the plumbing. 
To discourage this sort of activity as well as to prevent Austin from hurting 
himself, prison officials confined him naked with no furniture in his cell save 
his metal bunk bed. According to Bernard, Austin responded by unscrewing 
the nuts and bolts holding the beds together and then bending the iron bunks 
“like rubber bands” with his bare hands.27

In the fall of 1953, Warden Bernard discussed Eugene Austin’s disruptive 
and potentially life-threatening behavior with the prison’s part-time physi-
cian Richard Petty, who recommended a prefrontal lobotomy—a procedure, 
he maintained, that would make Austin “more docile.” Although a general 
practitioner, Petty was a member of the Nevada State Hospital Board and as 
such presumably knew something about psychosurgery and its serious risks. 
Lobotomies were relatively popular in the 1930s to 1950s. According to one 
estimate, more than 10,000 people were lobotomized in the United States 
during this period to “treat” a wide range of mental disorders, but they resulted 
in improvement only half the time, and turned many patients into “human 
vegetables.” The procedure called for inserting a leucotome, an instrument 
resembling an ice pick, into the patient’s upper eyelid and then driving it with 
a hammer or mallet through the orbital bone into the brain. The surgeon 
then moved the leucotome from side to side to sever the connections of the 
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prefrontal cortex, the region of the brain thought to control cognitive behavior, 
personality, and decision-making.28

After a panel of psychiatrists authorized the procedure and Sadie Austin 
gave her consent, prison officials transported thirty-year-old Eugene Austin 
to the Washoe Medical Center in Reno and on October 1, 1953, surgeons 
performed a bilateral lobotomy. The procedure apparently had little effect 
on his personality or behavior. “It didn’t do one damn thing for him,” A. E. 
Bernard recalled; “it didn’t make him more docile.” The lobotomy’s failure to 
transform Austin into a model prisoner quickly became apparent when he 
resumed running headfirst into the walls of his cell. In response, the warden 
placed him in a room with padding, which Eugene promptly ripped apart 
and stuffed down the toilet. He also continued breaking lightbulbs and eating 
the glass, leading prison officials to remove even the light fixtures from his 
cell. A neurological examination conducted at the time indicated that Austin 
was going blind and that light hurt his eyes, a condition that prison officials 
speculated was caused by the many blows to the face he had received during 
fistfights. Locked up in a maximum-security cell with no clothes and no light, 
Austin refused to eat prison food, his only nourishment coming from sympa-
thetic guards who slipped him candy bars. In August 1964, prison officials 
committed him to the Nevada State Hospital where he remained for nearly 
three years until orderlies discovered him in possession of two hand-fashioned 
knives that he had constructed out of spoons. By the first week of July 1967, 
therefore, he was back “home” in the NSP. Throughout his incarceration, 
Austin spent a considerable amount of time in solitary confinement, report-
edly from seven to ten years. “The hole” or “the icebox,” as inmates knew it, 
amounted to little more than a cave with prison bars at the entryway. After a 
visit to the NSP in the late 1960s, Bob Robertson, executive administrator for 
Nevada governor Paul Laxalt (1967–1971) declared that Austin was confined 
under “the most brutal conditions I have ever seen. He was literally caged in an 
old dungeon carved out of the rock in which the maximum security portion of 
the Nevada State Prison is built.”29

While eligible to apply for parole as early as 1948, seven years into his 
sentence, Austin did not do so until 1965, and he continued to seek his release 
for the next nine years. Parole boards rejected his requests (five in all) for a 
variety of reasons. First, Vernon Stoker, the widower of murder victim Velna 
Stoker, feared for his personal safety should Austin receive parole and return 
to Lovelock. Austin also suffered from a number of physical disabilities that 
severely restricted his opportunities for employment. In addition to his blind-
ness, Austin could no longer walk without a cane and his speech was garbled 
and virtually unintelligible. During his long incarceration in solitary confine-
ment, he had developed a neurological tic that made his head jerk to the side. 
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He had received little in the way of education or vocational rehabilitation 
during his three decades in Nevada State Prison, and possessed no job skills. 
Returning to Lovelock was also impossible because his elderly mother Sadie 
was in poor health, and she lived in a small home with no plumbing situated 
next to a big ditch, a potential hazard for her sight-impaired son. Eugene’s 
siblings, meanwhile, had not visited him since the early 1940s and were not 
forthcoming with offers to provide the level of care he needed. Austin’s social 
skills, which were never particularly strong to begin with, deteriorated during 
his long captivity and extended periods in solitary confinement. His volatile 
temper, on the other hand, showed little signs of mellowing. During an inter-
view with social workers Tom Burns and Kris Winters in June 1971, they 
discussed the need for proper hygiene should he one day gain his release. He 
took umbrage at this suggestion, however, and insisted that he would take a 
shower once a year and it was nobody’s business how often he showered and 
shaved. “All of a sudden he gave a lurch,” recalled rehabilitation counselor Kris 
Winters, “and it was such a quick movement that for a moment I was quite 
startled.” Austin “doubled up his fist quickly,” Burns added, “and then suddenly 
had relaxed. I thought he meant to pound the mattress with his fists.”30

Over the course of the next two years, social workers accelerated Austin’s 
rehabilitation regimen (for example, learning Braille, speech therapy, and 
walking with a cane) while seeking “a structured setting to provide him regular 
meals, bed, and a method of stimulating him to any level of productivity.” In the 
fall of 1972, they located a nursing home in Reno, McBride’s Golden Age Rest 
Home, that was willing to take him in and was ideally situated near a voca-
tional rehabilitation facility. A snag developed, however, when a few members 
of the parole board insisted that Austin be placed in an Indian community 
where the Bureau of Indian Affairs, rather than the State of Nevada, would 
be both financially and administratively responsible for his housing, rehabilita-
tion, and employment. Consequently, during parole board hearings held from 
November 6–8, 1972, his petition for release once again was denied.31

Two weeks after the parole board’s decision, Eugene B. Wilson and Perry 
Sundust of the Indian Health Service (IHS) wrote a letter thanking reha-
bilitation counselor Kris Winters for his efforts on behalf of Eugene Austin. 
That said, Wilson and Sundust argued that “continued incarceration for a man 
such as Eugene Austin is unjustified and inhumane” and that “a review of the 
court proceedings and the subsequent incarceration might find the price Mr. 
Austin is paying too severe and unjust.” If the parole board did not make an 
immediate evaluation and reconsideration of the case, they warned, national 
Indian organizations such as the National Congress of American Indians, the 
National Tribal Chairmen’s Association, Indian interest groups, and the news 
media “will be called upon to see that justice is exercised.”32
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The reaction of some prison officials to the IHS letter was predictable. 
In July 1973, Eugene Coughlin, the supervising correctional classification 
counselor at the prison who worked closely with the parole board, encoun-
tered Eugene Wilson and Dick Anderson of the IHS when they came to 
check on Austin’s progress. In the heated exchange that ensued, Coughlin 
“declared that the Parole Board would not be pressured into releasing any 
inmate” and that “pressure would have the opposite effect and would harm the 
inmate’s chances of being released.”33 Wilson and Sundust responded later that 
month by penning a four-page letter recapping Austin’s incarceration, solitary 
confinement, lobotomy, blindness, and recent efforts at rehabilitation. Despite 
his limitations, they argued, Austin was capable of adjusting to life outside 
prison and entitled “to pursue life, liberty, and happiness as any other normal 
American citizen.” The ongoing parole saga, they concluded, exhibited “prejudi-
cial overtones to the point of racism.”34

Eugene Austin gained a powerful new ally in August 1973 when the execu-
tive director of the National Council on Indian Opportunity (NCIO), Bob 
Robertson, became involved in the case. As the former executive adminis-
trator for the State of Nevada under Governor Paul Laxalt, Robertson had 
witnessed the horrific conditions Austin encountered while serving time in 
the NSP’s solitary confinement cell, what Robertson later described as “an 
old dungeon carved out of the rock.” Based in Washington, DC, the NCIO 
included federal cabinet members and national Indian leaders.35 Robertson 
was therefore in a position to influence the outcome of the Eugene Austin 
matter. After contacting Nevada governor Donal “Mike” O’Callaghan and Carl 
Hocker, chief of the Nevada Parole and Probation Board, Robertson wrote to 
Dr. Emery A. Johnson, the director of the IHS, seeking his direct assistance 
in finding a satisfactory rehabilitation program for Eugene Austin. If Johnson 
could satisfy that crucial parole-related requirement, Robertson continued, 
he would forward it to Hocker and request a new parole hearing. “I would be 
willing to go before the Board on Austin’s behalf,” Robertson declared. “After 
having served 32 years on his sentence and being in the physical shape he is in, 
I hope something can be done.”36

These efforts paid off when on May 28, 1974, the State of Nevada granted 
fifty-one-year-old Eugene Austin parole. In a brief interview conducted in 
the prison hospital ward shortly after he learned of the decision, Austin sat 
expressionless and spoke in a monotone voice. He said he felt “surprised” upon 
hearing the parole board’s decision and declared that he had no hard feelings 
about the long years he had spent in solitary confinement, the loss of his 
eyesight, or the bilateral lobotomy. “It will be better,” he replied to inquiries 
about his future. “I’ll be outside.”37 A short while later, authorities transported 
Austin to Crestwood Manor, a convalescent home located in Sacramento, 
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California. He lived there until his death at 
age fifty-seven on March 24, 1980.38

The Eugene Austin story received short-
lived attention following his release from 
Nevada State Prison in 1974. The national 
media, enamored by ongoing efforts of 
militant Indian organizations such as 
the American Indian Movement and the 
National Indian Youth Council to promote 
tribal sovereignty and self-determination, 
appeared eager to exploit this latest example 
of government injustice to Native peoples. 
Newspapers from around the country ran 
headlines focusing either on Austin’s blind-
ness, his years in solitary confinement, or 
about the 1953 lobotomy. On May 30, 
1974, NBC News broadcast a three-minute 
television segment about Austin’s inhumane 
treatment at the Nevada State Prison, his physical disabilities, and his immi-
nent transfer to Crestwood Manor.39 Attempts to place his life within a 
larger context or to understand how and why the tragedy unfolded were 
not reported.

Eugene Austin grew up in a time and place that held few romanticized 
views of American Indians. In 1942, Reno city officials endorsed an ordinance 
placing a 9:00 p.m. curfew on children and Indians.40 The Nevada Tavern 
Owner’s Association, meanwhile, sought passage of a new law aimed at “raising 
the morals” of their industry by banning the sale of liquor to minors, Indians, 
and other persons regarded “unfit” to drink.41 Writing in the 1930s, Dewey 
Sampson, a Paiute graduate of the Stewart Indian School, described students 
returning home to “little shacks of poverty and squalor, where everybody 
eats, sleeps, and has their being in one room, where no pleasant surround-
ings encourage the imagination.”42 Austin’s decision to drop out of school and 
return to the Lovelock Colony, a small community of impoverished and virtu-
ally landless Paiutes, virtually ensured him a life of manual labor, substandard 
housing, and few “pleasant surroundings.” Unhappy and unsuccessful at school, 
Austin’s return home did little to improve his outlook on life. Sparse oppor-
tunities, dysfunctional family relationships, and growing pressures to find 
work contributed to Austin’s growing frustration and depression. Considered 
together with possible preexisting mental illness (bipolar disorder, sociopathy, 
antisocial personality disorder) the potential for impulsive, irrational, and 
violent behavior increased exponentially.

Figure 4. In May 1974, Nevada state 
officials granted fifty-one-year-old Eugene 
Austin parole. Blind, lobotomized, 
and unable to walk without assistance, 
Austin spent thirty-three years in the 
maximum-security prison, over a third 
of them in solitary confinement. NBC 
News interviewed him shortly before his 
release. Courtesy of Vanderbilt University 
Television News Archive. 
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Some studies have shown that, in comparison to individuals without mental 
health problems, those with such problems are more likely to be arrested. Once 
arrested, they are more likely to be detained, and once detained, are more 
likely to stay in jail longer.43 Unfortunately, there is no evidence that Eugene 
Austin’s mental disabilities were ever diagnosed—much less treated—prior 
to his murder of Velna Stoker. Mental health experts were likely not readily 
accessible in Lovelock, and few would have had much experience or expertise 
working with Indian clients even if they had been available. Sadie Austin was 
no doubt aware of her son’s problems, but remained either oblivious to their 
severity or where to turn for help. By the early 1950s, after nearly ten years 
in prison, Austin’s mental condition had deteriorated and his behavior had 
become so unmanageable that prison officials arranged for a bilateral lobotomy, 
a “treatment” option that did little to improve his condition. What makes this 
a particularly tragic episode is the fact that authorities suspected that Austin 
was mentally ill as early as 1941, but made no effort to have him evaluated 
professionally. Instead, the prosecutor’s desire to obtain a quick conviction 
and a maximum sentence led the Pershing County District Court to permit a 
seventeen-year-old boy with a sixth-grade education and with obvious mental 
impairments to waive his right to an attorney and plead guilty to first-degree 
murder. That the accused was an American Indian and the victim was a white 
woman only increased the pressure for decisive action. Austin’s lack of famil-
iarity with the criminal justice system, with the role of attorneys, and with his 
rights as a defendant, a not uncommon predicament among Native Americans 
charged with breaking the law, made the prosecutor’s task that much easier.

Eugene Austin’s decision to give a confession without the assistance of legal 
counsel raises several red flags. Facing interrogation for the first time in his life 
and unaccustomed to conversing with veteran law enforcement officials, Austin 
was likely intimidated and anxious to get it over with as soon as possible. 
Incarcerated in a jail cell seventy miles from home and incapable of articulating 
responses to specific (and at times highly personal) questions posed about 
his family relationships, his activities in the days leading up to the murder, 
and what he was thinking about at each juncture must have compounded 
his anxiety. While there is no evidence that law enforcement officials coerced 
him or otherwise subjected Austin to “third degree” tactics, no interpreter 
was present, nor was an individual tasked to explain or define terms. When 
communication difficulties arose, District Attorney Sanford Bunce overcame 
them by “clarifying” Austin’s answers, often in ways that were inaccurate and 
not particularly helpful. When Bunce asked Austin how Stewart Indian School 
officials had disciplined him for failing to report for work, for example, Austin 
replied, “They make you over work,” likely referring to extra work details. 
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Bunce “clarified” the response, however, by asking, “They hold you in deten-
tion?” to which Austin replied, “Yes.”44

At other points in the interrogation, Bunce suggested motives for the 
shooting that Austin had not initiated, but nonetheless accepted.

Bunce:  At the time of the shooting when you thought about the fact that 
you might be caught where did you figure you would be placed or 
put?”

Austin: Maybe in the Nevada State Prison.
Bunce: You desired to be put in prison should you be caught after the shooting?
Austin: Yes.45

In another example of a manipulative question that was damaging to Eugene 
Austin no matter how he answered it, Bunce queried, “Have you ever had any 
other ideas about killing any persons other than your brother and Mrs. Stoker?” 
Austin’s single-word reply “no” was probably accurate, but by failing to clarify 
his answer, he appeared to acknowledge that he had been thinking about killing 
Velna Stoker. This inadvertent admission of premeditation contradicted earlier 
testimony that he did not know Stoker and was not thinking about shooting 
her until he wandered onto the parking lot of the Brookwood Auto Court.46

The criminal justice system likewise failed Eugene Austin by neglecting 
to offer any rehabilitation and education during his long incarceration. The 
evidence, in fact, indicates that NSP officials did not even try. According to 
the parole board’s 1973 report, the prison’s education department had “no 
record of this man’s previous education. He has not been involved in academic 
or vocational training programs except for the training he [received] through 
Special Services for the Blind.” Austin likewise accrued no work experience. 
“The subject is blind and has been unassigned for the major portion of his time. 
During the entire 32 year period there has never been any work reports placed 
in his file.” Given Austin’s record of “assaultive attacks on guards and fellow 
inmates,” it is reasonable to assume that prison officials believed they could not 
risk placing him in a classroom or equipping him with tools. The consequence 
of this determination, however, was that Austin spent virtually all his time in 
his cell, in solitary confinement, or in the prison’s hospital ward. More impor-
tantly, by failing to offer Austin rehabilitation services and the skills necessary 
to earn a living on the outside, prison officials delayed his parole.47

Race and racial stereotyping also played a role in the Eugene Austin story, 
albeit an ambiguous one. District Attorney Sanford Bunce, for example, attrib-
uted Austin’s odd courtroom demeanor, inability to explain his actions, and 
apparent lack of remorse to “the natural stoic characteristic of his race.” Austin’s 
numerous prison altercations with guards and inmates, meanwhile, may have 
been in response to unkind epithets and racial slurs. Teasing and hazing from 
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fellow inmates, prison Warden A. E. Bernard later recalled, led to a violent 
confrontation during which Austin threw two inmates to the ground “like 
marbles.” IHS officials Eugene Wilson and Perry Sundust believed that the 
Nevada State Parole Board’s recurring rejection of Eugene Austin’s request for 
early release evinced “prejudicial overtones to the point of racism.” Criminal 
justice officials denied these accusations and a 1974 study of the parole board’s 
record indicated, “No large disparity exists in the average time served prior to 
parole for whites, blacks, and Native Americans.” That said, Native American 
convicts were the least likely racial subgroup to gain release. Of the parole 
hearings for white inmates, the parole board granted 40 percent (180 of 451); 
the percentage for black inmates was 43 percent (55 of 127); and for Mexican 
Americans, 46 percent (12 of 26). The rate for Native Americans, however, 
was only 30 percent (7 of 21). Parole officials claimed that the board took 
“special note of individual inadequacies such as poor communication skills” 
and attempted to provide support for prisoners with these “inadequacies” 
during parole hearings. This was not always the case. At Austin’s July 1971 
parole hearing, one board member sat in a corner of the room and admitted 
that she “had some difficulty understanding him for the first minute or two.” In 
1969, Austin appeared before the parole board in a wheel chair “and virtually 
unable to speak.” There is no evidence that board members made any special 
accommodation for him at the time.48

Although twenty-first century Native American incarceration rates remain 
disproportionately high (in 2000, one of every two hundred American Indian 
adults was convicted of a felony crime, compared to one of every three hundred 
white adults), conditions inside the nation’s many prisons have undergone 
significant change.49 Counseling and medicinal regimens have replaced loboto-
mies as the treatments of choice for inmates with mental disorders, and prison 
officials are required to respect the cultural and religious freedoms of their 
inmates. Nevada prisons now permit inmates to observe sweat lodge rituals 
and Native American Church services (without peyote), ceremonies in which 
sage, cedar, and herbs are burned, and Indian prisoners may possess eagle 
feathers and medicine bags. Those Nevada Indian inmates who participate in 
traditional Indian-oriented activities, Elizabeth S. Grobsmith has observed, 
demonstrate a more positive attitude than those who do not (or cannot) 
participate.50 It is difficult to speculate how such activities may have amelio-
rated Eugene Austin’s experiences inside the Nevada State Prison. As we have 
seen, Austin’s life prior to his murder of Velna Stoker reflected the experiences 
of many Native Americans residing in the rural Southwest during the 1930s 
and 1940s. Poverty, unemployment, dysfunctional families, inadequate health-
care, substandard housing, and disproportionately high crime and incarceration 
rates were symptoms of an “Indian problem” stretching back to the nation’s 
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founding. As Lewis Meriam noted in his famous 1928 report, The Problem of 
Indian Administration, the interrelationships that existed between these various 
maladies made differentiating between cause and effect impossible.51 In the 
case of Eugene Austin, one must include mental illness in the mix, a condition 
exacerbated by the multitude of other pressures operating on his psyche. The 
failure of school officials, employers, family members, and the criminal justice 
system to recognize and treat Austin’s disability and instead ignore it resulted 
in the tragic death of Velna Stoker in May 1941 and in the subsequent tragedy 
that unfolded over the course of the next three decades within the walls of 
the Nevada State Prison. In his 1964 book The Pursuit of Justice, Robert F. 
Kennedy remarked, “every society gets the kind of criminal it deserves.”52 This 
observation seems especially applicable to the case of Eugene Austin.
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